
 

          The musical BRIGADOON is an LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial 

Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Following is Kino 

Ken’s review of that dvd release. 

 

United States   1954   color   108 minutes   live action feature musical fantasy    

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer   Producers: Arthur Freed and Roger Edens 

 

6 of a possible 20 points                                                                                   *1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points: 

1          Direction: Vincente Minnelli 

0          Editing: Albert Akst 

1          Cinematography: Joseph Ruttenberg 

1          Lighting 

0          Screenplay: Alan Jay Lerner 

1          Music: Frederick Loewe, Johnny Green, Conrad Salinger 

            Music Director: Johnny Green 

            Orchestrations: Conrad Salinger, Robert Franklyn, Albert Sendrey 

            Choreography: Gene Kelly 

0          Art Direction: E. Preston Ames, Cedric Gibbons 

            Set Decorations: F. Keogh Gleason and Edwin Willis 

            Costume Design: Irene Sharaff 

            Makeup: William Tuttle 

2          Sound: Wesley Miller* 

0          Acting 

0          Creativity 

6 total points 

Cast: Gene Kelly (Tommy Albright), Van Johnson (Jeff Douglas), Cyd Charisse  



(Fiona Campbell), Elaine Stewart (Jane Ashton, Tommy’s fiancée), Barry Jones (Mr. Lundie), 

Hugh Laing (Harry Beaton), Albert Sharpe (Andrew Campbell), Virginia Bosler*  

(Jean Campbell, younger sister of Fiona), Jimmy Thompson (Charlie Chisholm Dalrymple), 

Tudor Owen (Archie Beaton, Harry’s father), Owen McGiveney (Angus), Dee Turnell (Ann), 

Dodie Heath (Meg Brockie), Eddie Quillan (Sandy), Hank Mann (Toy Booth Vendor), others    

 

     BRIGADOON, directed by Vincente Minnelli, is a musical fantasy incorporating a huge 

dollop of whimsy and mostly unconvincing performances by its cast. Using studio sets, 

several awkwardly out-of-character music numbers, and a completely miscalculated cynicism 

as comic relief, it is neither charming nor clever. Indeed, the final shooting script is totally 

lacking in consistency and logic. Viewers are expected to swallow whole the notions an entire 

village appears and disappears magically once every hundred years, that nothing in the 

community itself alters during each interim century, and that such a bizarre situation is 

satisfactory to all but one of the inhabitants. Why a single malcontent has sufficient power to 

break the enchantment is probably no more wondrous than the idea a single protectionist 

could obtain such unnatural isolation for a group of people. To heap implausibility on 

impossibility, there is also an inclusionary clause permitting an outsider blindly in love with 

an insider to join these time travelers, all of whom seem endowed with extraordinarily 

sluggish aging power. However, they are still mortal and apparently subject to sudden death 

by bullet, as muddle-headed American visitor Jeff Douglas discovers one foggy twilight. He 

inadvertently kills a native, though no legal action is taken against him by either dominie 

Lundie, prevailing authority of Brigadoon, or contemporary Scottish authorities. His alibi is 

completely exonerating. How could anyone kill somebody who only is alive one day every 

hundred years? Surely that would require meticulous advance premeditation and planning. 

Douglas has no motive for murder. Unlike the not-so-bloodless villagers who appear ready to 

take any steps necessary to prevent one of their fellows from crossing a bridge to the outside 

world. Violence and anger are far from banished by Preacher Forsythe’s “blessing.” Ignorance 

is never bliss. 

     If something claiming to be a plot might be said to exist, it could be summarized as follows. 

Two American grouse hunters vacationing in 1950s Scotland get lost in the fog. Tommy 

Albright and Jeff Douglas discern a suddenly materializing hamlet in a valley below them. 

They redirect themselves there in search of refreshment. Most residents flee or ignore these 

strangers. But one romantically inclined lass takes a fancy to Tommy, more sociable of the  

newcomers. Her sister is getting married that day. She herself happens still to be single, 

despite being the elder of two Campbell girls by four years. Whether there is anything 

propitious about her sharing a birth year with George Washington will be left to readers of 

this review to decide for themselves. 



     Meanwhile, a female comic relief figure shows up. She is named Meg Brookie, professional 

shepherdess and Ado Annie copycat. Her chief purpose is to seduce Jeff Douglas, who is not 

so utterly world-weary that he fails to rebuff her overtures.  

     Far more of a firebrand is young Harry Beaton. Chafed at inability to woo Jean Campbell 

away from cheerfully sociable Charlie Chisholm Dalrymple, the lad draws a knife on his rival 

at Jean’s wedding festivities. Quickly disarmed, he pulls himself free, then vows to escape 

Brigadoon and thus end the “miracle” of its indefinite preservation.  

     Aha. It’s not witches that are going to undermine Brigadoon. Mr. Forsythe, definitely a 

man of his eighteenth century time, was seeking evil in all the wrong places.  

     Tommy decides to put the kibosh on his own nuptial plans with Fiona Campbell, needing to 

make a quick getaway with his trigger-happy partner who has plunged the entire population 

into gloom as a consequence of mistakenly identifying Harry with a grouse. Dead bird turns 

out to be dead man.  

     Back in a ragingly raucous Manhattan, both Tommy and Jeff are dissatisfied, bored out of 

their skulls. Jane Ashton, Tommy’s fiancée, is wealthy, a gossip, obsessed with acquiring 

upscale real estate. She’s no longer an attraction for either hunter, her chatty friends and 

their male counterparts painted broadly as loudmouthed, shallow egotists.  

     So Tommy instructs Jeff to purchase two flight tickets back to Scotland. Brigadoon floats 

back into reality ninety-nine years prematurely to accommodate them.  

     Since no view is given of an actual wedding for Tommy and Fiona, perhaps the entire tale is 

simply a romantic dream of the protagonist’s. Or one of Jeff’s persistent nightmares. 

     The point of the film is supposed to be that love overcomes all obstacles. Its chief problem 

is complete lack of attraction between the two leads. Cyd Charisse and Gene Kelly make a 

fine dance team. They are no Bogart and Bacall, or Gable and Leigh, in the drama 

department. In fact, they seem to evidence a sibling kind of relationship. Which is another 

story entirely. Could they be a brother and sister separated by place and time, restored to 

each other finally by supernatural caprice? Nah. It just looks that way. 

     Where did the production team miss the boat?  

     First, they shot indoors and pretended it was a Scottish glen.  

     Second, they dropped the charged and mesmerizing “Sword Dance” of the Broadway 

original, replacing it with the vigorous “Bonnie Jean” number. Nice try, but not quite up to 

the theatrical standard.  

     Third, a lovely twentieth-century American ballad titled “Almost Like Being in Love” and a 

classical ballet were inserted into a Scottish traditional atmosphere. Watch out, the 

Americans are coming, ready or not! It’s time for a mixer. 

     Fourth, few supporting cast members attained credibility, their uncertainty about how to 

present themselves reinforced by costuming which clad some townsmen in plaid trousers 

while others wore customary kilts. Was there civil strife in the wardrobe department?  



     Finally, producers miscast the two female leads. Lively, extroverted Virginia Bosler ought 

to have been the Campbell attraction, with less engaging Charisse relegated to support. In a 

similar misstep, very minor roles were assigned Stuart Whitman and George Chakiris. Bad 

moves. When major talent is treated like superfluous window dressing, a movie is well on the 

low road to failure.  

     Brigadoon’s makers pursued flaws vigorously, depriving their creation of vigor and 

authenticity. Seventy years after first release, the picture is looking ever more like a 

compounding of blunders, about as entertaining to modern audiences as talking mules.  

     Almost none of the crew offer top caliber achievements. Costuming and makeup are 

adequate at best, props and sets blatantly artificial, choreography by Gene Kelly bland in 

comparison to the contemporary SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS. Joseph Ruttenberg’s 

cinematography is hamstrung by a widescreen format focusing more attention on 

backgrounds than foregrounds. That is hardly ideal for a romance.  

     Acting varies from non-committal (Gene Kelly’s parlor-voiced Tommy Albright) to repulsive 

(Van Johnson’s endlessly downbeat Jeff Douglas) to dazed (some of the child extras) to 

affable (Jimmy Thompson as Charlie Chisholm Dalrymple) to hammy (Hugh Laing’s vengeful 

Harry Beaton, wildly overdramatized), to respectably sermonizing (Barry Jones’ Mr. Lundie). 

There is even one exemplary performance, Virgina Bostler’s warmly mischievous Jean 

Campbell.  

     Scottish brogues come and go at odd times, further trying patience of listeners. 

     What may carry some doughty screeners through to the conclusion is appealing, dance 

worthy music with original tunes supplied by a trio of veterans. Frederick Loewe, Johnny 

Green, and Conrad Salinger were all talented tunesmiths, clearly evidenced by their work 

here. 

     Not one of Leo the Lion’s finest cinematic moments, BRIGADOON can still sporadically 

command attention in such sequences as the gathering of the clans for Jean’s wedding and a 

skyscraper pan over Manhattan. It’s suitable viewing for teenagers and adults. Romantic 

inclinations will deter preteen audiences. 

     The Warner Brothers dvd release includes a four-minute theatrical trailer, three video 

outtakes totaling eleven minutes, and a four-minute audio outtake “There But For You Go I.” 

Only one of these, the “Sword Dance” deleted scene, is a worthwhile find. 


